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Introduction 

At the beginning of this investige.tion statistiCE'.lly reliable techniques 

for measurement of the forest tent ce.terpilla.r were not �:ve.ilable. Some 

arbitre,ry methods ",'ere in use but the accuracy of such surveys were un

known. As this is one of the me.jor pests of the aspen forests of Canada. 

and U.S,,!. it is necee·sa17 to develop some fast reliable method to follow 

the varia.tions of the populations from year to year and ple.ce to pl"',ce. 

A basis fOT pred.ict.ing defoliation for control purposes is necessary. 

The data necessary to set up a. sequential sampling system for this 

inse� was collected by the Forest Insect Survey. This report is the 

first synthesis of this material and the sequenti�.l system proposed is to 

be tested and revised a.s more informe.tion becomes ava.ilable. 

���lmtim.L.9L§llQ.¢LOJ.jU��.lJ� 
Before the sa.mpling system ws selected it was necesss.ry to knm.r tihe 

distribuhion of egg masses e,nd la ying sites over the tree. Sixteen trees 

were sampled s.t each of five locations in the Elk Point area of Alberta 

vhere a light population was present 0 The crowns were split into three 

levels and the data for each br'�noh within each level were tabulat ed 

s epe.rat ely. Crowns were divided by me�.suring the tot"'l length of the 

live crown and dividing it into three equal parts. The date, tellied 

included the length of each br�.nch, the length of each twig aver sn: 

inches, and the number of egg massed for each t"Tig. The DBH, total 

heigJ::lj and crO\,]!l leIlg�h t-!ere recorded for each tree" 
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Analysis of this data showed that egg masses were not distributed 

evenly over the crown. As can be seen in Table I the egg masses are con-

centrated in the upper crown. This unequal distribution over the tree was 

further illustrated by summing the masses on the terminals. the first branches 

below the terminals. the second branches below the terminals t etc. The totals 

for the eighty trees were� terminal 57, first belOW' the terminals 21, second 

belOW' the terminals 17, third below the terminals 14, and fourth belOW' the 

terminals 13. A Chi-square test was made of the distribution of egg masses found 

in the top fOllr branches exolusive of the terminal. No Significant difference 

was found. although a larger sample may detect some difference. 

TABLE I 

Distribution of Eg g  Masses and Laying Sites 
(Shoots over 6") on Eighty Trees 

Crown Level No. Egg Masses No. of Shoots over 6" No. of Egg 
per Level per Tree per Level per Tree Masses per 

1000 Shoots 

Upper 1.03 13.9 7.4 

Middle 1.04 38.8 2.7 

LOW'er .40 52.4 0.8 

Total 2.47 105.1 2.3 

The laying site of the tent caterpillar is a shoot or twig. The dis

tribution of these is also shown in Table I. About halt of these possible sites 



00C1.U- in the lower crown and ha lt in the middle and. upper crowns combined. 

These laying sites are not the same however, some are 10111er and thicker 

than others. The m� length of the last internode, of the shoots in the 

upper crown was 13.9, those in the middle crown 7.2, and those of the 

lower was 2.8. In comparison to this, the m9t:',n length ot the last inter

node of shoots in the upper orown which were bearing egg masses we,s 17.3. 

This is a significant difference between all the lengths in the upper 

crown and those selected by the moth for laying sites. 

Previous sampling methods frequently involved cutting down the 

trees and checking all branc hes for. egg masses. ;"uch time was lost in 

checking all the brc.nches, and also, beca.use of the destructive prooess, 

the system has limited ve�ue. .1 later method (Oonnola et al. 1957) 

involved cutting ten br<'-nches rSlldomly from the whole crown of the tree, 

and sampling trees on a. sequential basis until a. decision could be made 

as to whether the population was going to be heavy enough t� cause 

noticeable �efo1iation (from aircr�.f't) or not. This system, although not 

destructive, has some disedvantages. Because the branches are �e1ected 

from the whole crown, a large number of zero's will be obtained, adding 

to the number of samples that must be taken before a decision can be 

reached. If the samplers do not select the wenches from different 

crown levels in the same proportion E'.s th� were selected in the basio 

st'l.ldy' used to develop the sa.mpling system, a bias wUl result. The use 

of only two defoliation classes reduces its usefulness. 
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It 'Was proposed that by limiting the sample to the upper 

branches many of the above difficulties oould be overcome. To determine 

the most effioient. number of branches to sample per tree the data for the 

top four main brp.nches exclusive of the terminal was extraoted for the 

a.bove menli ioned 80 treee. The ve.riance betWeen branohes (within trees) 

'WaS 0.24271 and that between trees was 0.16073. These figures were used 

to oaloulate the most effioient number or bre.nohes to be taken from eaoh 

tree following the formula of Morris (1955) using a steMard error of lc:l% 

of the mean. The results appea.r in Table II. 
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TAJ3LE II. 
Combinatio�s cf nu:.;i.ber of bra.:lchas per tree (�) and 

number of trees (��) necesse.ry to give equal degrees of precision 

at differe� mean number of egg masses per branch. 

x = 0.5 eg'5 
masses per branch 

x = 1 .. 0 , = 2.0 

N., � N.r J. N N
B 

N T T 
N
T 

N
B 

N 
T 

--�-

161 161 41 41 11 11 

113 226 29 58 a 16 

97 291 25 75 7 21 

S8 352 23 92 6 24 

The branches usua.11y 1,Tould be <nIt with a pruning hook and the t!me 

taken to move from tree to tree is more than the time needed to cut and 

exc.mine a!lother brnncho It '!ms de?ided the.t t"TO br�nches per tre� v,ould 

probably be the mos':' efficiem for, as in the case of the � - 2.0, it '\oTould 

be quicker to cut and e.."CalIline five additione� branches than to move to th:-ee 

additional trees a.s t-rould be necess�.ry with one br�nch per tree. On the 

other hand it probably ,,,ould not be faster to cut and e::amine five additional 

branches if three brf<nches "Tere t�.ken per tree than to move to one extra tree. 

B�soo upcn these studies sa.mp1inZ the fo11()"!,.,ing yee.r was based upon two 

branches POr t:-ee. Th-t!"ty use:lble plots were established wi"uh five to 

t't-re::rtiy t:-ees per :'.ot e These fomed the initiB.l sample from which the be.sic 

infvI'lr-.tiO:1 n$cessD.!'y- for a sequenti�l pf'�p11.n� aystem ws derived. 



Basig Data NecessarY fpr jihe Plan 

The first st ep in preparing a sequential sampling system is to detel'

mine the type of frequency distribution into \h ich the samples fall. This 

can be most readily done when one has a large number of re.ndom sa.mples from 

a single locrtion for one year. The frequency distribution is compared with 

theoretice� distributions using a chi-square test. However, as in the 

present case, when a large number of smeJ.l samples are available from 

scattered locations, a comparison has to be made between the me�tn and 

variance. In the present study there was a relationship between these two 

sts.tistics which largely disappeared when tr�.nsformed to 8. log (x + 1) basis. 

When the latter data was tested with Bartlett IS test of homogeneity of 

variance it was found that a value as large as that found would be exceeded 

90 percent of the time just through random errors. This indicated that the 

transformation was effective in retilIloving the relationship bet'l>leen the mean 

and ve..riance and that the distribution of samples approximates the negative 

bionom1al. 

The next step :in setting up a system of sequential sampling is to 

define the classes to be used. In this case the system for estimating the 

defoliation as outlined by Duncan et al. (1956) and modified by O.E. Brown 

(per com.) was used. 

Three classes were used: 
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Heavy, A.spen trees completely stripped e.nd conspicuous feeding 

damage on other species including underbrush. 

Moderate: Occasional aspen completely stripped, most aspen with 

tops thin; little feeding on underbru.sh. 

Light: No trees showing complete defoliation. Feeding damage 

confined to top of aspen crowns; little or no feeding on 

other tree or brush species. 

Estimates following this system were made in the same plots the 

year following the egg mass survey. These plots were sepa.rdied by defol

iation classes and the number of egg masses compared between olasses to 

give some idea of where the boundaries should fall. Unfortunately on1.y 

ebout thirty plots were availa.ble, most of whioh fell in the light class. 

This is a small seJllple upon which to make decisions of boundaries and those 

proposed should be oonsidered only as first approximat ions whioh may be 

revised as more information beoomes available. The boundary between the 

light and moderate defoliation was set at 1.2 egg masses per sample of two 

brcnohes from the upper crown; this is equivalent to about 7.5 egg masses 

for the whole tree. The boundary between the moderate and heavy classes 

was set at 2.4 egg masses or the equivalent of about 15 per whole tree. 

These are somewhat heavier than the levels 1ndioE'.ted by Hodson (1941). He 

indicates that for similar diameter classes (3-5 inches) oomplete defol

iation occurs with 9-14 egg masses per tree. The class limits were then 

set as follows: 
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No. of egg masses per two br�.nch sample 

0.8 or less 

1.6 to 2.0 

2.8 or more 

Defoliation Class 

Light; 

Moderate 

Heavy 

Allowable errors were set at 0.10 for all cases. This sampling 

technique will probably be used to follow populations in the field rather 

than form the basis for control decisions. For this purpose changes in 

population densities at low levels are just as important as changes at 

high levels and the same allowable error was used for all lines of 

decision. 

The Sequential Analysis flEW 
The statistics necessary for calculating the plan are found in 

Table III. 

statistic 

JD:L 

tn.2 
k 

P:J. 
P2 

ql 

� 

TiBIE III 

Basic Data for C lculating Decision Lines 

Light va. Moderate Moderate vs Heavy 

0.8 

1.6 
13.88J.l8 

0.05763 
O.ll;26 

1.05'763 

1.11;26 

2.0 

2.8 
13.88118 

0.14408 
' . 

0.20rll 

l.l4408 

1.20171 
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This result ed in the following decision lines far 

Light vs Mod.erat e 

d:J. = 1.lOO;On 

d2 = 1.10Q50n 

-

+ 

and the following far Moderate va Heavy 

dl = 2.381Q4n - 7.66651 

d2 = 2' .38104n + 7.66651 

The K vas oalculated atter the method. of Waters (1955) using the. 

30 above-mentioned plots. The sequential grf>ph is illustra.ted in Fig. 1, 

and the sequential table f� USe by field personnel appears in Table IV. 

Because of the limited data, revisions to the table and the graph may be 

neoessary as more data is aocumulated. The operating oharacteristio and 

average sample Olrves were not oalculated. These will be prepared when 

the sampling system is finalized. 
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Fig. 1. Sequential graph for the forest tent caterpillar 

showing the decision lines as related to the 

cumulative number of egg masses per two-branch 

tree samples. 
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ImttI"QCtion for Field A'QPl.icatiol) 

Select a looC".tion a.nd set up a sampling station filling one of the 

regular permaner:di collection plot forms (SEl41). The stand to be sampled 

should be at least one acre in exter:di and if possible the trees three to 

five inches DBH. 1-1ove into the stem a disti'l.nce at least equal to the 

height of the trees to elimine.te edge affects and then randomly select 

trees for sampling; use pacing and a table of random numbers. 

Cut two branches from the top four branches of the tree exclusive 

of the terminal. These must be branches which extend to the top of the 

canopy. Cour:di the number of egg masses in the outer 18 inches of the 

branch; this branch may be a single long br�.nch such as you would get in 

a young tree or they may be a branch with me.ny laterals. In either case 

measure back from the outermost tip for 18 inches and then count all of 

the egg clust ers which occur from the 18 inch poir:di outward whether they 

occur on the main branch or the later"'�s. Add the number of egg masses 

together, record it for the first tree, and che� in the sequential table 

to see if another sSJIlple has to be taken. If so, select another tree, cut; 

t"TO branches from it, record the number of egg masses found, e.dd it to the 

first sample and record the cumulative number of egg masses found on both 

trees. Check to see if more samples are necessary before a decision can 

be ma.de. If' more samples are necessary repee.t the above process ur:diU the 

cumulative number of egg masses falls into one of the defoliation classes. 
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The following are examples illustr�.ting the use of the table to 

determine the amount of sampling needed to predict the defoliation at a. 

given site. 

1. Two branches are cut from the first tree and one egg mass 

is found. Reference to the table opposite tree No.1 shows no decision 

can be made. Two brs .. nches are cut from the second tree and no egg masses 

are found. The cumulative tot;?l is 1 for 2 trees and sampling must 

continue. No egg masses from 8. third tree gives e. cumuls.tive total ot 1 

for three trees and still no decision ct?n be made. If from the fourth 

tree one egg mass is ObtB.ined there would be a cumulative total ot 2 far 

4 trees and reference to the te.ble shows that we can stop and classif'y 

the infestation as light. 

2. We cut two brp.nches from the first tree and find 6 egg 

masses. Sampling must continue and we obtc>.in 8 egg masses from the 

bre.nches of the second tree. This gives 14 egg masses for 2 trees and 

reference to the table shows sampling ae.n stop here and the infestation 

is classified as heavy. 

3. If we collect samples as follows: 
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Tree No. No. Egg Mlsses Cumule.tive No. Procedure 
Egg l-Bsses 

1 0 0 continue sampling 

2 1. 1 tt 

3 1 2 t1 

4 2 4 1t 

5 0 4 " 

6 3 7 .. 

7 1 8 t1 

8 2 10 " 

9 1 11 n 

10 2 13 t1 

11 2 15 classify' as moderate 

The infestation would be ca�1ed moderate upon the sampling of the 

elevelIlih tree. It should be noted that unless the populati on is heavy at 

least four trees have to be se.mpled before a decision can be made. 

If by the end of 25 trees no decision he.s been reached stop sampling. 

The population probrbly f211s in the boundary Z<n! between the classes and 

should be so indica.ted. 
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Table IV 

Forest T ant Caterpilla.r Sequential Silmp1ing 

Date •••••••••••• Plot No •••••••• Location •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Name •••••••••••••• .Ave. Height of Stand •••••• .4�Q •• ijJ3.H. Stand •• � •• � •••• 

Tree No. Hr. D.B.H. 

Number of 
Trees 
1 -

2 -

3 
4 2 
5 3 
6 4 
7 5 
8 6 
9 7 
10 8 
11 

, , 9 1 
12 ! I 10 
13 11 
14 � I 13 . 
15 I 14 
16 P I 15 
17 I 16 

, I 

18 ! 17 
19 18 
20 19 
21 20 
22 21 
23 22 
24 24 
25 25 

No.Egg 01usters Tree No. In'. 

! 
1 

til 

(]) 

] 
B 
0 

No.Egg Olusters 

1 
-i 

I 
- !  

- I 
- I -

I 
\ 

_ I 
i 

- j 

13\ 
141 
15 \ 16 I 

171 18 ' 
19 \ 21\ 
22 
23 \ 24 
25 I 26 

I 27 
28 I 29 

\ 30 

(]) 

� 
� £ 

1 : ' -
i-

\: 
i 13 
116 
\ 18 

1
20 
23 
25 
28 
30 
32 
35 
37 
39 
42 
44 
47 
49 
51 

D. B.H. No Egg 
Olusters 

111 
131 
151 
17 : 

19 / 
! 

22, 
251 

M 271 � 30 
til 32 

j 34· 
37' 
391 � � 421 (]) 

t:r:: 0 
44 
46 
49 
51l 
53 
56 
58 
61 
63 
65 
68 
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Discussion 

It should be noted that the following fea.tures of the system are 

werle gnd !::l.ddit ion84. informat ion is needed. 

1. Frequency Distributionl This is based upon indireali 

evidence of the relt..tion betl1een the mean and vnrie.nce. 

One lerge semple of perhaps 500 samples (1000 branches ) 

is needed from one moderately infested st "nd at one time. 

Failing this many more plats are needed to obtain a clearer 

understanding of the relation bet'Heen the mean and ve.ri�.nce, 

particule.rly at the moderate and high infestl'1.tion levels. 

2. Estimate of the Parameter K. 

Additione.l samples �.re needed to define this para.meter more 

accurat ely. 

:3. Defoliation Levels, This is perhaps the werlcest pe.rt of the 

system. Informf!l.tion is needed to define the size of the pop

ulations which results in light, moderco.te, and heavy de

foliation. 

In addition to these it should be nated th'?t the following fs.ctors 

do nat enter into the sequential sampling system and have to be considered 

in interpreting the results. 

1. There is considerable ve.riation in popule.tion density 

between adjE'.cent ste.nds and the stf1.nd sempled ma.y nat be re

present�tive of the genere� conditions of the district. 

2 • Changes in the number of eggs per egg me.ss throughout the 

h1BtOl7 of an outbre<".k should be checked. 



3. Changes in the am01.Urli of foliage produoed. between yee.rs as a 

result of defoliation maybe important. 

4. Var1e.tions in the survival of the insect between eggs in the 

autumn when the sDmple is made, em mature larvae the next 

s_er when the damage is done. 
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